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Abstract 
We prove some theorems, which describe the parameters k, l of(k,/)-kernels in the generalized 
Cartesian product with respect to digraphs and in the generalized lexicographical product with 
respect to digraphs and graphs. 
1. Definitions and notation 
We consider only strongly connected igraphs and graphs without loops and 
multiple arcs (edges). Let D(G) denotes a digraph (a graph) with the vertex set 
V(D)(V(G)) and the arc set A(D) (the edge set E(G)). By X we mean a digraph or 
a graph, as required. 
By do(x,y) we denote the length of the shortest path from x to y in D. A number 
dG(x, y) concerning the graph G is defined similarly. Let k, l be integers, k/> 2 and 
l >~ 1. We say that J c V(D) is a (k, l)-kernel of D if 
(1) for each x,x' ~ J and x ¢ x', dD(x,x') >1 k and 
(2) for each ye J  there exists x e J such that do(y,x) <<. I  
If the set J satisfies the condition (1) or (2), then we shall call it a k-stable set of D or an 
/-dominating set of D, respectively. 
We define a (k,l)-kernel of G analogously as for the digraph D. In [2] the 
generalized Cartesian product and the generalized lexicographical product with 
respect o graphs were introduced. We define the generalized Cartesian product and 
the generalized lexicographical product of digraphs. Let a digraph X be defined on the 
vertex set V(X) = {xl, ... ,xs}. The digraphs Dt .... ,Ds are of the same order n with 
vertex set V(Oi) = V = {yl . . . . .  y,}, i = 1,2 .... ,s. 
The generalized Cartesian product of a digraph X and a sequence of digraphs 
D1 .. . . .  Ds is the digraph X x (D1 .... , Ds) such that V(X x (D1 .... , D~)) = V(X) x V 
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and A(Xx(D1 . . . . .  Ds))= {[(xi,yv),(xj, yq)]; [yv, yq]eA(Di )  and x i= xj or 
[xi, xj] ~ A(X)  and yp = yq}. Putting D~ = D, for i = 1, ... ,s we obtain the Cartesian 
product of X and D which is denoted by X x D. 
The 9eneralized lexicographical product of the digraph X and the sequence of 
digraphs D1 .. . . .  D~ is the digraph X[D~,. . . ,Ds]  such that V(X[D~ .... ,D~]) = 
V(X) x V and A(X[D1 .... ,D~]) = {[(xi ,  yp) , (xj,yq)];xi = xj and [Yv,Ya] ~ A(Oi) or 
[x~, x i] ~ A(X)}. Now, by putting D~ = D, for i = 1 . . . . .  s, we obtain the lexicographi- 
cal product of X and D which is denoted by X [D]. 
Let A c V(X), A = {x~, ... ,x,}, for 1 ~< t ~< s, B~ ~ V(D~), i = 1, ... ,s. By the Car- 
tesian product of set A and the sequence of sets B1,. . . ,B,  we mean a set 
A ® (B~ .. . . .  B~) of the form A ® (B~ ... . .  Bs) =~'j=~ {x~} × B~. For graphs we define 
the above generalized products analogously. 
Definitions not presented here can be found in [1]. By definition o fX  x (D~ .. . . .  D~) 
and X[D~ . . . . .  Ds] immediately we have 
Theorem 1. If X, D1,D2,...,D~ are strongly connected, then X x (D1 . . . . .  Ds) and 
X[D1 ....  ,D~] are strongly connected. 
2. Lemmas 
In this section we prove fundamental lemmas which will be useful in our further 
investigations. It is clear, that parameters k, I of (k, /)-kernel of a digraph (a graph) are 
dependent on distance between vertices in this digraph (graph). For the generalized 
Cartesian product it is not easy to calculate this distance. We shall estimate it. 
Lemma 1. Let (xi, y.), (x j, yq) be two arbitrary distinct vertices of V (X x (D1, ..., D~)). 
Then • <<. dx×to ...... D,)((xl,Yv),(x~,y~)) <~ fl, where 
'dx(xi, xj) for i :/:j and p = q, 
ct = dx(xl, xj) + 1 for i :/:j and p v ~ q, 
min{dv,(yp, yq),dDo(yv, yq) + 2} for i = j  and p ~ q, 
fl = dx(xi, x j) + min {do,(y., yq), doj( yp, yq) }, 
where Do denotes the digraph defined in the following: V (Do) = V = { Yl . . . . .  y.} and 
[yv, yq] ~ A(Do) if and only if there exists 1 <<. i <~ s such that I-yp,yq] e A(DI). 
Proof. Assume, that (xl, yp), (x j, yq) be two arbitrary vertices of V(X x (D1 . . . . .  Ds)). By 
the definition of Xx(D1 .... ,Ds) it follows immediately that dx×to ...... 9~) 
((xi, yp), (x~, yq)) <<. dx(xi, x i) + min{do,(yp,yq), doj(Yv,Yq)}. To prove the remaining 
part of the theorem consider the following cases: 
Case 1.1: i :~j  and p=q.  Using the definition of Xx(DI  . . . . .  D~) we have 
dx x co ...... o,)((xl, Yv), (x j, yp)) = dx(xl, x2). 
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Case 1.2: i 4:j and p # q. It is clear, that dx×¢o ...... o,)((xi,Yp),(xi, yq)) > dx(xi,xj)  
and more precisely we have dx×co ...... o,)((xi,yp),(xj, yq)) ~ dx(xl,xi) + 1. 
Case 1.3: i = j  and p :/: q. Evidently, if an arc say, [Yl, Y~] belongs to a path from 
yp to yq in Do, then an arc [(Xk,yz),(Xk,ys)] must belong to at least one of path from 
(xi,yp) to (xi,yq)in X × (D1 .... ,D.0. 
Let 7 be the shortest path from yp to yq in Do. If all arcs of ? beloong to A(D~), then 
dx × ¢o ...... o,)((xl, yp), (xi, yq)) = doo(yp, yq) = do~(yp, yq). Assume, that [yt, y,,,] be an arc 
from 7 and [Yt,Ym] ~ A(Dk), k 4= i. This means, that dx×w ...... o~)((xi,yp),(xi,yq)) 
dDo(yp, yt) + do,(yt,y,n) + doo(y,,,,yq) + 2 = doo(yp, yq) + 2. 
Finally, dx × co ...... o,)((x~, yp), (x j, yq)) ~ min {do,(yp, yq), doo(yp, yq) + 2}. 
Thus, the lemma is proved. [] 
Lemma 2. Let (xi,yp),(xj, yq) be two different vertices of V(X[D1,  ... ,D~]). Then 
fdx(xi, X j) for i 4:j, 
dxtD ...... °'l((x~' YP)' (xJ' Yq)) = [min {do,(yp, yq), dx(xi)} for i = j, 
where dx(xi) denotes the length of the shortest circuit, which includes a vertex x~. 
Proof. Assume, that (xi, yp),(xj, yq) are two arbitrary different vertices of 
V(X[D1 .... ,Os]) and consider two cases: 
Case 2.1: i ¢ j .  Then the lemma follows immediately from the definition of 
X[DI ,  ... ,Ds]. 
Case 2.2: i =j .  Using the definition of X[D1 . . . . .  Ds] we have that there exists 
a path from (xi,yp) to (xi,yq) in X[DI  . . . . .  D~] of the same length as the path from 
yp to yq in Di. Moreover, from the fact that X is strongly connected and by the 
definition of X[D~,. . . ,Ds] it follows that also there exists a path from (x~,yp) to 
(xi,yq) of length equal to the length of the shortest circuit in X, which includes a 
vertex xi. 
Evidently dxto ...... o,l((x~, yp), (xi, yq) )  = min {do,(yp, yq), dx(xi) }. [] 
For the generalized lexicographical product with respect o graphs we obtain: 
Lemma 3. Let (Xi, yp), (x j, yq)e V(X[G1 .. . . .  Gs]) be two arbitrary, different vertices. 
Then 
dxr~ ...... G~I((xi, yp), (x j, yq)) 
l dx(xi, xj) for i ¢ j, 
= 1 for i= j  and dG,(yp,yq)= 1, 
2, otherwise. 
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Proof. Let (xi, yv),(xj, y~) be two different vertices of V(X[G1 . . . . .  G,]). We distin- 
guish the following cases: 
Case3.1: i# j .  The lemma follows immediately from the definition of 
X[G~,...,G~]. 
Case 3.2: i =j .  Note, that there exists a vertex Xm, m :A i, in X such that 
[xi,x,,] e E(X). This means that for each vertex yte  V there are edges 
[(xi,yp),(xm,y,)] and [Xm, yt),(xi, Yq)] in X[G1 . . . . .  G~]. So, from this fact we obtain 
that there exists a path from (x~,yp) to (x~,yq) of length 2. In addition, there exists 
a path from (xi,yp) to (xi,yq) of length d~,(yp,yq) in X[G1 .... ,Gs]. Hence from the 
above we obtain that 
1 if da,(yp, yq)= 1, 
dxta ...... G~]((xi,yp),(xi,yq)) = 2, otherwise. 
Thus, the lemma is proved. [] 
3. Main results 
Theorem 2. I f  Ji is a ( ki, li)-kernel of digraph Di, for ki >1 2, l; >t 1, i = 1 . . . . .  s and Jo is 
a (ko, lo)-kernel of digraph X, for ko >i 2, lo >1 1, then the set J = Jo ®(J1,  ...,J~) is 
a (k, l)-kernel of the digraph X x (D1 . . . . .  Ds), where 
~ min{ ko,min{ ki; there exists xi e Jo}}, i f  for  all x~ e Jo holds IJ~l = 1, 
k = [min{ko, t + 2, min{kg there exists x~ ~ Jo} }, otherwise 
for t = min{doo(yp,yq); yp =7/= yq and yp, yq ~ Ji, where xl ~ Jo} and 1 = lo + 
max{li; there exists xi ~ Jo}. 
Proof. Let (xm,y,),(x~,y/)~ J be two arbitrary vertices. From the definition of J, 
Xm, xj ~ Jo, Y, ~ Jm and y /~ Jj. Consider the following cases: 
Case 1.1: m #j  and r =f.  Because xm, xj ~ Jo, so dx(xm, xj) >~ ko. Moreover, by 
Lemma 1 we have dx×w ...... D,~((xm,y,),(xi, y,)) >>- dx(xm, Xj) >1 ko. 
Case 1.2: m #j  and r #f .  Analogously as in Case 1.1 for r =f,  
dx×w ...... Ds)((Xm,y,), (xj, y/)) >1 ko and further if r #f ,  then we obtain 
dx×w ...... Os~((Xm,y,), (Xd, Yf)) >1 ko + 1. 
Note, that if for each xie Jo holds IJil = 1, then from Cases 1.1 and 1.2 
dx×(o ...... Os~( (Xm, y,), (xj,y f ) ) >i ko >1 min{ko,min{ki; there exists xi ~ Jo}}- 
Case 1.3: m =j  and r ~f.  By the definition of set J it follows that yr,yf E Jm. More- 
over, from Lemma 1, dx×w ...... o.)((x,,y,),(x,,yf)) >1 rrfin{do.(y,,yf),doo(y,,ys) + 2}/> 
min{k~,dDo(y,,yf) + 2} >/ min{ki,dDo(yp, y~) + 2; yp, yq ~ J~ for such i for which 
x~ e Jo} = min{min{ki; there exists xi ~ Jo},t + 2}, where t = min{doo(yp,yq); 
yp ~ yq and yp, yq e J~, where x~ e Jo }- 
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So, from Cases 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 we have dx × co, ..... o,)((x=, y,), (Xm, yy)) >1 min {min { kl; 
there exists xi • Jo }, t + 2}. Finally we put 
)'min{ko,min{k,; there exists xi • Jo}}, if for all x, • Jo holds IJil = 1, 
k = (min{ko,t + 2,min{ki; there exists xi • Jo}}, otherwise. 
Now, we shall prove, that J is an /-dominating set of X x(D1, . . . ,D,) ,  for 
I = lo + max{l/; there exists x, • Jo}. 
Assume, that (x~,y,)q~J. It is clear that either (Xm • Jo and Y,q~Jm) or XmegJo. 
Case 2.1: Xm • Jo and Yrq~Jm. Using definitions of sets J and Jm we have that there 
exists a vertex yy • Jm, Yy # Y,, such that do.(y, ,yf)  <<. lm. Since (Xm,yy)• J, then 
we can apply Lemma 1 that dx×co ...... Do((Xm,y,),(Xm, yy)) ~ dD.(y,,yf) ~ lm <<. 
max{/i; there exists x, • Jo} as required. 
Case 2.2: XmegJo. From the property of the set Jo we have that there exists a 
vertex xj • do in X such that dx(xm,Xj) <~ lo. Assume, that y,~Jj .  So, there exists 
(x~,yf) • J, where yy • Jj. Moreover do,(y,,yf) <<. lj. Applying Lemma 1 we have 
dx x w ...... o,)((x,,, y,),(xj,  yf ) )  <<. dx(xm, x~) + min {dD.(y,, yf), doj(y~, yf)  } <<. lo + 
min{dD. (y~,ys),lj} <<. 1o + lj ~ lo + max{l,; there exists x, • Jo}. 
Now, suppose y, • Jr. This implies that (x j, y,) • J. Further, dx × cD ...... O,)((Xm, y,), 
(xj, y,)) ~ dx(xm,Xj) <<. lo. Consequently, we put l = lo + max{l,; there exists 
xi • :1o }. 
Thus, the theorem is proved. [] 
If D, = D, for i = 1 .. . . .  s, then we have the following result: 
Theorem 3 (Kwagnik [3]). I f  the subset J1 c V(D) is a (kl, l l)-kernel of D and 
J2 = V(X)  is a (k2,12)-kernel of X, for ki >>- 2, li >>- 1, i = I, 2 then the set J = J1 x J2 is 
a (k, l)-kernel of the digraph X x D, where k = min{ kl, k2 }, l = ll + 12. 
For the generalized lexicographical product with respect o digraph we have 
Theorem 4. / f  J, is a (ki, l,)-kernel of digraph D,, for ki >>, 2, l, >/ 1, i = 1 . . . . .  s and Jo is 
a (ko,lo)-kernel of X,  for ko >1 2, lo ~> 1, then the set J = Jo ® (J1, ... ,Js) is a (k,l)- 
kernel of the digraph X[DI ,  ... ,D,], where 
k -- min { ko, dx (Jo), min {ki; there exists xi • Jo } }, 
l = max {lo, max{l/; there exists xi • Jo } }, 
where dx(Jo) = min{dx(xi); there exists xi • Jo}. 
Proof. Assume, that (x=, y,), (x j, yf) • J are two arbitrary vertices of X [D1 .. . . .  Ds]. It 
is clear that xm, xj • Jo, Y, • Jm and yf • Jj. 
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Case 1.1: m = j. Applying Lemma 2 and using definitions of sets J and Jm we have 
that dxto ...... o~l((xm,y,), (xm,y:))= min{do.(yr,y:), dx(xm)} >>. min{k,, ,dx(x~)} >>. 
min{k.dx(xs); there exists x, • Jo} = min{dx(Jo), min{k,; there exists x ,• Jo}},  
where dx(Jo) = min{dx(xi); there exists xi • Jo}. 
Case 1.2: m # j. Evidently by Lemma 2 and from definitions of sets J and Jo we 
have dxtD ...... 9.1((Xr,, Yr), (xr, Y:)) = dx(x,., x j) >~ ko. Consequently from Cases 1.1 and 
1.2 dxto ...... o~l((x,,, yr), (x~, y:)) >1 min {ko, dx(Jo), min {k,; there exists xs • Jo } }. 
To complete the proof it remains to calculate the parameter l of (k, /)-kernel J. 
Suppose, that (x,,,yr)¢J. This means that either (x,, • Jo and Y,¢Jm) or x,.¢Jo. So, 
consider two cases: 
Case 2.1: x,, • Jo and y,¢J,, .  According to definitions of sets J and J,. there exists 
a vertex yf • Jm (of course y, v ~ y f, since otherwise it would be (x,,, y,) • J), such that 
do.(y, ,y:)  <~ Ira. This means that (xm, y: )E J. Then using Lemma 2 and from the 
above dxto ...... O.]((Xm,y,), (X,,,y:)) = min{do.(y,,ys), dx(x,,)} <<. Ir, <<. max{li; there 
exists xi • Jo}. 
Case 2.2: Xr, ¢ Jo. Applying the definition of set Jo it is easy to see, that there exists 
a vertex x r • Jo in X such that dx(x,,, x j) <~ lo. 
Suppose, that y,¢J j .  Hence, there exists a vertex (x j, y:) • J, where y: • Jr. Finally 
by Lemma 2 we have dxtD ...... o.l((Xm,y~), (xr, yj')) = dx(xm, Xj) ~ 10. NOW, if y, • Jr' 
then (x~,y,) • J. Further, dxto ...... o,j((x,,,y,), (x j ,Yr ) )  = dx(xm,X j )  ~ lo. 
All this together leads to l = max{lo,max{/s; there exists xs • Jo}} and this com- 
pletes the proof. [] 
If Di = D, for i = 1 .. . . .  s, then we obtain result from [3]: 
Theorem 5 (Kwa~nik [3]). I f  the subset Jx c V(D) is a (kl,l l)-kernel of D and 
J2 ~ V(X) is a (k2,12)-kernel of X,  for ks >>- 2, Is >>- 1, i = 1, 2, then the set J = Jl  x J2 is 
a (k,l)-kernel of the digraph X[D],  where 
k = min{kx,k2,dx(J2)}, l  = max{l,,/2} and dx(J2) = min{dx(y);y • J2}. 
Now, we consider graphs and their generalized lexicographical product. The 
following theorem is known. 
Theorem 6 (Kwa~nik [3]). I f  a graph G has a (k,l)-kernel J and IJI/> 2, k/> 2, 1/> 1, 
then l >~ (k - 1)/2. 
Theorem 7. I f  Js is a (ki, ll)-kernel of Gs and Jo is a (ko, lo)-kernel of X,  for ks >1 2, 
ko >>- 2, Ii >1 1, lo >~ 1, i = 1 . . . . .  s, then the set J = Jo ® (J1 . . . . .  J,) is a (k,1)-kernel of 
X [  G1 . . . . .  Gs], where 
~'min{ko, min{ks; there exists xs • Jo}} iffor each xi • Jo holds IJil = 1, 
k = (2,  otherwise, 
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and 
l={  2' 
lo, 
if lo = 1 and there exists xi ~ Jo such that 1~ :/: 1 
otherwise. 
Proof. Assume, that (xm,y,), (x r ,y : )E J  are two arbitrary different vertices of 
X[GI ,  ... ,Gs]. Evidently x,, ,x r ~ Jo, Y, E J,, and y /~ Jr. 
Case 1.1: m C j. Then from Lemma 3 and using the definition of set Jo we 
have dxt~ ...... G,1((X,,,y,), (x:,y:)) = dx(xm,Xr) >t ko >~ min{ko,min{k:  there exists 
Note, that if for each xi E Jo and IJil = 1, then from the Case 1.1 dxtG ...... G,]((xm, y,), 
(xr, y:) ) >1 min{ko,min{k:  there exists xi ~ Jo}}. 
Case 1.2: m =j .  Evidently, IJ=l > 1, and from Lemma 3, dxtG ...... a.]((x,,,y,), 
(x,,,y:)) = 2. So, we have 
~min{ko,min{ki;  there exists xl e Jo}}, if for each xi E Jo holds IJil = 1, 
k=[2 ,  otherwise. 
Now, we shall calculate for which l, J is an /-dominating set of X[G1 .... ,G~]. 
Suppose, that (x,. ,yr)¢J and consider two cases: 
Case 2.1: Xm ~ Jo. It is clear, that there exists a vertex y: e Jm, (evidently : 4: y, 
since otherwise it would be (xm, y,) E J), such that dG.(y,, yy) <<. l,,. Also there exists 
a vertex (Xm,y:) ~ J in graph X[G1, ..., G,]. So, from Lemma 3 
{1, ifd~.(yr, y : )= l  {1, i f lm=l ,  
dx[G ...... G,l((x,,,yr),(x,.,y:))= 2, otherwise = 2, otherwise. 
Case 2.2: XmCJo. Then applying definitions of sets J and Jo we can observe that 
there exists a vertex xj e Jo, xr 4: xm, in graph X, such that dx(xm,Xr) <<. lo. IfYrCJr, 
then there exists a vertex y: ~ Jr, so (xr, y:) e J in X[GI  . . . . .  Gs]. Using Lemma 3 we 
have dxt6 ...... 6.1((Xm,y,), (xr, yy)) = dx(xm, Xj) ~ lo. When y, ~ Jr, then (xr, y, ) ~ J. 
This means from Lemma 3 that dx[~ ...... ~,l((x,,, y,), (x r, y~)) = dx(xm, x r) <~ lo. Finally, 
from the above cases we put 
l = ~ 2, if lo = 1 and there exists xl e Jo such that li ¢ 1, 
( lo, otherwise. 
Thus, the theorem is proved. [] 
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